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Meditation to Declutter Inner Space 

MiA Week 1 

Narrator: 

This guided Mindfulness meditation in Arabic was recorded with the support of our international 
friends.  

For more information and to make a donation, please visit our website 
www.mindfulnessinarabic.org. Thank you.  

And now for the meditation: 

Facilitator:  

This is a brief meditation – an invitation to enter a state of mindful presence. 

Together we will practice entering a state of silence and stability. Try to find a sitting                

position with your back straight and shoulders relaxed.  

See if you can close your eyes; if not, let them gaze a short distance from your body at a                    

neutral spot with soft eyes--a single stable point a little lower than your height. For the                

few minutes of this meditation please maintain your eyes in the same position you              

initially chose.  

Let’s begin,  

We’re taking three big breaths in and three big breaths out. 

(pause) 

Now we will take a moment to invite our attention to the whole body, inside and                

outside. 
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With a gentle and curious attention; Let's collect simple information about what is here,              

right now. As if it were a fresh first meeting with the body. 

Take a few moments and move attention from your feet to your head, from one body                

part to the next, as smooth as you can, let us say hello to them and ask with curiosity a                    

few questions: Is there a part that wants to rest? Is there a part that is tense or hurting?                   

Is there a part that wishes to be left alone? Is there a part that is already relaxed? Or                   

maybe a part that wants to let go?    

Ask these questions gently, let our body answer at its own pace, without judgment or               

pressure. If there is an answer, so be it. If there is not an answer that's fine too, maybe                   

next time we'll get an answer.  

(pause) 

We might be surprised by the answers that will appear as well, try to stay receptive in                 

your listening, it is a new practice, and the body might not be used to us listening to it. 

(pause) 

Asking the body to tell us how it feels, right now, might remind us of pains, tension, but                  

might also remind us of places of strength joy or simple ease. Interestingly usually both               

of these happen side by side.  

Bringing kind attention to our experience, here and now, might allow it to transform and               

even relax. 

(breath) 

Take a deep breath in, fill your stomach and chest, and then let the air out gently with                  

length.  

(breath) 

Take a few breaths in and out while giving curious kind attention just to the simple                

feeling of the inhale and exhale.  

And finally, again, a last inhale and exhale--maybe letting go of any trace of pain or                

tension that we have met and still lingers--on the long exhale, after which we will simply                

let our breath go back to its natural rhythm. Inviting you to stay curious, and gently                

attentive to the last moments of this practice 

Maybe this time you will open up to feeling breaths’ sensations and maybe yet feel the                

movement of our breath as the backbone of other sensations, sounds, feelings, and life. 
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Maybe this will be your first step to peace and quiet. 

We recommend practicing this exercise daily and checking how it feels at different             

times. 
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